Abstract. We describe a scheme for solving Energy Minimization problems, which is based on the A * algorithm accomplished with appropriately chosen LP-relaxations as heuristic functions. The proposed scheme is quite general and therefore can not be applied directly for real computer vision tasks. It is rather a framework, which allows to study some properties of Energy Minimization tasks and related LP-relaxations. However, it is possible to simplify it in such a way, that it can be used as a stop criterion for LP based iterative algorithms. Its main advantage is that it is exact -i.e. it never produces a discrete solution that is not globally optimal. In practice it is often able to find the optimal discrete solution even if the used LP-solver does not reach the global optimum of the corresponding LP-relaxation. Consequently, for many Energy Minimization problems it is not necessary to solve the corresponding LP-relaxations exactly.
Introduction
This work is motivated mainly by the following observations.
At the time there are many algorithms for approximate solutions of Energy Minimization problems, based on LP-relaxation techniques [9, 7, 6, 10, 8, 5] . However, strongly polynomial algorithms for resulting LP problems are still unknown. Therefore, in practice it is necessary to use approximations, i.e. the results of an iterative procedure, which are reached after finite time. Even if it would be possible to solve LP-relaxations exactly, it is not known in general, whether there is a gap between the optimal relaxed solution and optimal discrete solution of the initial Energy Minimization task. Even if it is known that there is no gap, it is in general not clear, how to obtain the optimal discrete solution, given the optimal relaxed one. To answer the latter two questions it is necessary to solve a Constraint Satisfaction Problem that is NP-complete by itself. Despite of these theoretical drawbacks, the LP-relaxation methods became extremely popular, because in practice it is almost always possible to extract good results from (possibly suboptimal) continuous solutions in an heuristic but reasonable way. Unfortunately, much less papers study relationships between different relaxations of underlying discrete optimization problems as well as relationships between discrete problems and corresponding relaxations. Summarizing, there are many open questions in the scope of LP-relaxation techniques, if they are applied to Energy Minimization problems. Especially the question of strongly polynomial solvability of LP-relaxation is in a certain sense not natural, because this question relates solely to linear programming techniques -i.e. it has in principle nothing in common with the initial discrete optimization problem.
On the other hand there are much less algorithms for Energy Minimization, which have a "discrete nature". A classical example is Dynamic Programming [1] . This algorithm does not relate to any continuous optimization. It just performs a predefined number of operations and gives the solution. Unfortunately, this approach is not suitable for many computer vision problems, because it is applicable only for simple graphs. Another group of algorithms can be characterized as an iterative search -they consider a subset of labelings in each iteration. The simplest method of such kind is Iterated Conditional Modes [2] , more elaborated techniques are e.g. α-expansion, α/β-swap [3] and their derivatives. It is noteworthy that these algorithms use MinCut based techniques (which are again indirectly based on LP-relaxations) in order to perform an elementary search step. Unfortunately, here it is often difficult to state, for which tasks these approaches give global optimal solution, what is the precision for general Energy Minimization tasks etc. Summarizing, the branch of research, which is formed by discrete optimization techniques, seems to be neglected (at least in the scope of computer vision problems).
We propose to consider Energy Minimization problems primarily as discrete optimization problems and to apply general search techniques to them. In particular, we describe in this paper a scheme, based on the A * algorithm [4] . Appropriately chosen LP-relaxations are used thereby as heuristic functions. This idea by itself is not new for discrete optimization in general. However, to our knowledge, it was not considered before taking into account special properties of Energy Minimization problems, which result from typical computer vision tasks (like e.g. segmentation, stereo-reconstruction etc.). The main specific here is that it is not possible as a rule to solve the corresponding LP-relaxations exactly due to a very large number of variables and constraints.
The proposed scheme is quite general and therefore can not be applied directly for real computer vision tasks. It is rather a framework, which allows to study some properties of Energy Minimization tasks and related LP-relaxations. However, it is possible to simplify it in such a way, that it can be used as a stop criterion for LP based iterative algorithms (such as Message Passing, the Subgradient method etc.). Its main advantage is that it is exact -i.e. it gives the globally optimal discrete solution for some tasks. For other problems it never stops (e.g. if there is an essential gap between the values of the best discrete solution and the global optimum of the corresponding LP-relaxation). In other words, it never produces a solution that is not optimal. The other important property is that it is often able to find the optimal discrete solution even if the used LP-solver does not reach the global optimum of the corresponding LP-relaxation. To conclude, for many Energy Minimization problems it is not necessary to solve the corresponding LPrelaxations exactly in order to get the globally optimal discrete solution.
Notations and Definitions
Problem statement. For simplicity we consider Energy Minimization tasks (MinSum problems) of second order. Let G = (R, E) be a graph (also called the problem graph) with the node set R, a particular node is referred as r ∈ R, the edge set is E = {{r, r }}.
Let K be a finite label set and f : R → K be a labeling, i.e. f (r) denotes a label k ∈ K chosen by the labeling f in a node r ∈ R. Let q r : K → R and g rr : K × K → R be quality functions, which assign real values to the labels in each node and to the label pairs in each edge respectively. The quality of a labeling is the sum
the task is to find
In addition we will need the following notations. Let us denote by G = (R , E ) the subgraph induced by a node subset R ⊂ R, i.e. E = {{r, r } | {r, r } ∈ E, r, r ∈ R }. A partial labeling f i : R → K is a restriction of f into the subset R . The index will always depend on the context, determining in each particular case, what subset R is meant, which labeling on it is considered etc. For a partial labeling f i : R → K and a node r ∈ R we will say, that the partial labeling covers this node. The quality Q(f i ) of a partial labeling is the same as (1) but summed over the corresponding subgraph G instead of the whole problem graph G. A subtask A(f i ) induced by a partial labeling f i is a MinSum problem, that is built from the original one (2) by fixation of the labels in those nodes, which are covered by f i , that is
where f j : R/R → K are partial labelings, which cover the complement R/R (thereby we omit the constant part Q(f i )).
LP-relaxation.
A common approach to cope with energy minimization tasks (2) is based on LP-relaxation technique. The first step is to introduce integer weights λ(·) ∈ {0, 1} for each pair (r, k) as well as for each triple ({rr }, k, k ) and to rewrite (2) in the form
Then the last condition is relaxed, i.e. substituted by λ(·) ∈ [0, 1], which gives a task of linear programming. We prefer to consider the task (4) using the notation of equivalent transformations. They are defined as a superpositions of following operations:
with an arbitrary finite constant δ. The new functionsq r andĝ rr represent an equivalent task. The application of an equivalent transformation is also called reparametrization of a task. The dual of (4) can be formulated using these notations as follows:
where the functionsq andĝ can be obtained by equivalent transformations from the original functions q and g. For a subtask A(f i ), we denote by LP (f i ) the solution (the value) of its LP-relaxation (6). General search algorithms are described very extensive in the literature. Therefore we omit here formal definitions and just consider, how a MinSum task can be formulated as a general search problem. The main idea is to decompose the whole task into subtasks followed by recursive decompositions of these. Let the nodes of our MinSum problem be enumerated. We may decompose the whole problem by fixation of labels e.g. in the first node r = 1. In that way we obtain |K| subproblems, each one having one node less than the initial task. Doing such decomposition recursively a search tree is built, which is presented in Fig. 1 . Each layer (a particular depth value) corresponds to a node r of the problem graph. Each tree node in a layer r corresponds to a partial labeling f i : R → K with R = {1, 2 . . . r}. According to this the subtree with the root f i represents the subtask A(f i ). The root of the tree represents the whole problem, the leaves correspond to complete labelings. The quality of a node f i is the quality Q(f i ) of the corresponding partial labeling. The task is to find a leaf of minimal quality.
General search algorithms,
We will also need the following notation. A partial labeling f j is called successor of another partial labeling f i iff
We will say that the partial labeling f j is obtained from f i by fixation of a label in a node r / ∈ R . The set of all successors for a partial labeling f i , which can be obtained in such a way, is denoted by succ r (f i ). At the same time it denotes the set of all children of a tree node f i in the search tree.
queue before
Put the root into the queue Repeat { Take the best scored node from the queue if it is a leaf return it as the solution compute all successors score them according to Q(fi) + h(fi) put them into the queue } A common approach for general search problems is to use heuristic search techniques to evaluate the search tree in order to reach a leaf of minimal quality. In particular we will use the A * algorithm. Its functionality is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In each step there is a subset of tree nodes (called queue), which are not evaluated so far. At the very beginning it consists only of root of the tree. Each node in the queue is scored according to the evaluation function, which is the sum of the node quality and an heuristic function (denoted by h(f i )). The latter is an estimator for the difference between the quality of the node and the best leaf in the corresponding subtree. In each step the algorithm takes the node with the best score from the queue. If it is a leaf, the algorithm finishes and returns this node as the solution. Otherwise, the node is expanded, i.e. all successors (children of this node in the search tree) are computed. They are scored as described above and put into the queue.
The properties of A * are determined primarily by the type of the used heuristic function. An heuristic function is called admissible (optimistic), if it never overestimates the real difference between the qualities of the node and the best leaf in the corresponding subtree:
An heuristic is called monotone if
holds, i.e. the heuristic is the more precisely (and therefore the less optimistic) the closer to the leaves. The A * algorithm is exact (always finds a global solution) if the heuristic function is admissible 2 . For the complexity analysis of A * it is usually assumed that the complexity of computation for Q(f i ) and h(f i ) is a constant. Let n be the maximal number of tree nodes in the queue during the search. The time complexity of A * is then O(n log n). Alternatively, the number of expansions can be considered, which are necessary to solve the problem. In this case it is assumed that the time complexity of one expansion step (one loop iteration in Fig. 2 ) is a constant. In both variants the crucial question is, how the considered numbers (n or the number of expansions) depend on the problem size, for example on the number of nodes |R| in the problem graph. To be precise, we will use the notation "time complexity" having in mind the number of expansions depending on the problem graph size.
The time complexity of the A * algorithm is exponential in general. However, if the heuristic function is admissible and monotone, then a complexity analysis is possible, that takes into account the precision of the heuristic function. In particular, A * has linear time complexity, if the heuristic function is exact (denoted by h * (f i ) in (8)). It means that the A * algorithm behaves like the depth-first search, i.e. a tree node of maximal depth is always chosen for expansion. In this case the maximal number of nodes in the queue is O(|R||K|) and exactly |R| expansions should be performed in order to reach an optimal leaf.
General Scheme
The main idea of our approach is to use LP-relaxation LP (f i ) as the heuristic function h(f i ) for the A * search. First of all, is should be stated that this is an admissible heuristic, since the LP-relaxation of a discrete optimization task represents a lower bound for its solution. Therefore A * is exact. Secondly, it can be easily seen that this heuristic is also monotone. The key point to show this is to note that for each pair f i and
holds, where LP (f i ) is the same as LP (f i ) but with additional constraints for λ (see (4)), which fix the label k = f j (r) in the node r -i.e. both LP-relaxations have the same objective function but in LP (f i ) the set of feasible solutions is a proper subset of those in LP (f i ). We call a discrete task LP-solvable, if there is no gap between the values of its solution and its LP-relaxation. We call a task strictly LP-solvable, if the same holds for all partial labelings, which may be needed during the evaluation of the search tree 3 . It is obvious that in the latter case A * has linear time complexity, since the heuristic function becomes exact. It is also clear that non strict LP-solvability does not guarantee linear complexity in general.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that strict LP-solvability is only a sufficient condition for linear complexity, but not a necessary one. Even if there is a gap (the task is not LP-solvable), A * may have linear complexity, if this gap is relatively smalli.e. if it is not big enough to prefer partial labelings of non maximal depth during the search. A weaker sufficient condition can be formulated from A * itself as follows. The A * algorithm has linear time complexity if there exist a sequence of partial labelings
holds for each f i in the sequence. But even this is not a necessary condition. If the above inequality is satisfied non strictly, A * may behave as depth-first search as well, because it may find the "right" sequence of partial labelings by chance.
A * Based Stop Criterion for LP-Solvers
Let us remember that it is not possible to solve the needed LP-relaxations exactly and efficiently for real tasks. Known LP-solvers are iterative algorithms, that only approach the global optimum. Consequently, the optimal solution is guaranteed only in infinite time. Therefore we are constrained to use approximations, i.e. the results of these algorithms after a finite time. Let us denote these approximations byLP (f i ). In this case we can not guarantee the monotonicity of the heuristic anymore. However, it remains admissible, if methods based on maximization of the dual energy are used (in this casẽ LP (f i ) ≤ LP (f i ) holds, since these methods try to maximize the lower bound for optimal energy). Therefore A * remains exact. It makes in principle possible to use these methods with A * to search for optimal discrete solution. Let us consider again the behavior of A * but from a slightly other point of view, taking into account that we use approximationsLP (f i ) instead of the exact values LP (f i ). Assume a task for which A * does not behave like depth-first search, i.e. at some stage it chooses for expansion a tree node f i , that has non maximal depth -the condition (11) is not satisfied. Obviously, it can not happen, if the task is strictly LP-solvable and LP-relaxations are computed exactly. Consequently, there are only two possible reasons for such a behavior: either the task is not strictly LP-solvable or the approximations LP (f i ) are too far from the corresponding LP (f i ). Suppose, it is known that the task is strictly LP-solvable. Then only the second possibility remains -i.e. for some f i used during the search the corresponding approximationLP (f i ) was computed too coarsely.
There are basically two ways to proceed further in this situation. The first one is to allow the search to deviate from the depth-first like behavior, i.e. proceed A * further using current (coarse) approximationsLP (f i ). In this case however, the search procedure often starts to massively expand tree nodes of non maximal depth (note that the heuristics h(f ) for leaves are zero, i.e. exact per definition). In short, we can not forecast the further behavior of A * -i.e. it often turns into a complete search. The second way is to attempt to improve the current approximationsLP (f i ) in order to preserve the depth-first like behavior of the search. Unfortunately, this idea can not be used directly, because we can detect the necessity to improve these approximations only after the search was already performed (the approximationsLP (f i ) were already computed). Nevertheless, we would like to discuss this idea in a little bit more detail. Let us imagine, that we have a hypothetical algorithm at our disposition, which has the following properties. First, it is an iterative procedure that maximizes the lower bound of the energy -i.e. it is something like a usual LP-solver (e.g. Diffusion or Message Passing etc.). Second, besides of the lower bound, it provides some kind of information, that allows to easily compute approximationsLP (f i ) for all partial labelings which may be needed during the A * search -i.e. without to solve the LP-relaxations for each partial labeling separately. Furthermore, let us assume, that the algorithm improves during its work this additional information in a similar way as it improves the lower bound for the energy. In other words, the additional information allows to computeLP (f i ) the more precisely, the more time is spent. Then we could use the idea to detect the necessity of an improvement forLP (f i ) as follows. We run this hypothetical procedure and let it compute all information, that may be needed for estimation ofLP (f i ) during the search. Once a while we call the A * search and check, whether it behaves like the depthfirst search. If yes, then we have found the optimal discrete solution. Otherwise we let this hypothetical procedure work further to improve the lower bound as well as the additional information. Summarizing, the depth-first like behavior of the A * algorithm can serve as a stop criterion for LP-solvers, which have the above mentioned properties.
Unfortunately, we have no such hypothetical LP-solver at our disposition. However, it is possible to to adapt existing algorithms in order to compute the necessary additional information approximately. Let us consider again the task of the maximization of the dual energy (6) . In particular, letq andĝ be quality functions obtained by an iterative LP-solver from the original q and g at some stage of its work. Note, that we can omit without loss of generality the node termsq r , because they can be always set to zero by an equivalent transformation (5) with δ = −q r (k). Secondly, for a particular instance ofĝ in (6) we can always subtract a constant from eachĝ rr . In doing so we change both the initial discrete task (qualities of all labelings) and the value of (6) by the same number. When subtracting the minimal value from eachĝ rr the following holds. The current value of the LP-relaxation (the current lower bound) is zero. All functionsĝ rr are nonnegative, all functionsq r are zero, the value of the best labeling is therefore nonnegative as well. After such a normalization the numbers
can serve as an approximation for min-marginals for a node r and a label k. The current value of the heuristic h(f i ) for a partial labeling f i : R → K can be approximated by
i.e. it is the same as min-marginals (12) but accumulated only over those edges, which connect nodes from the fixed part R with nodes from its complement. It is easy to see that this heuristic does not represent the needed LP-relaxations for all partial labelings. However, the values computed by (13) are guaranteed not greater and therefore represent an admissible heuristic. Moreover, it can be easily seen that this heuristic is monotone as well. Summarized, the A * based stop criterion is presented in Fig. 3 . Note, that it is not necessary to store all partial labelings in the queue in order to detect the depth-first like behavior. Only the value of the evaluation function for the best "second pretender" is needed (denoted by next_best in Fig. 3) . It reduces the time complexity of the A * search from O(n log n) (as in the general case) to O(n), where n is the number of partial labelings needed during the search, i.e. the maximal number of nodes in the search tree. If the values min k ĝ rr (k, k ) are precomputed in advance 4 for each r < r and k, the computation of (13) for a node r can be done in a time, that is proportional to the number of edges, which are incident to r. Summarizing, the overall time complexity of the criterion is O(|E||K|).
We would like to stress that this stop criterion does not indicate the exact solution of the corresponding LP-relaxation. It detects only the possibility "to extract" the global optimal discrete solution from the current state of a continuous optimization procedure. In the case the solution was found, it is not known in general, whether the task is strictly LP-solvable or not, whether there is a gap (the task is not LP-solvable), whether the used LP-solver reached the global optimum of the LP-relaxation. But in this case it is not necessary to answer these questions, because the discrete solution was already found. Summarizing, this approach gets rid (to some extent) of the necessity to look for algorithms for exact solution of LP-relaxation.
The interpretation of the non depth-first like behavior of A * depends on the additional knowledge about the task and/or the used LP-solver. If it is known that the task is strictly LP-solvable, then the non depth-first like behavior indicates that the LP-solver has not reached the optimum so far or the coarsening (13) is too pure. If it is known that the solver is already in optimum, then the task is not strictly LP-solvable or the coarsening (13) is too pure again and so on.
In most practical cases we do not have such additional knowledge. It is then obviously possible that the whole loop (LP-solver with the A * based stop criterion) never stops. If it is nevertheless necessary to find the exact solution of the initial discrete problem, it is necessary to perform the A * search in a more general form -i.e. to allow it to have non depth-first like behavior.
Experiments
First of all, it is necessary to justify, what we would like to demonstrate by the experiments. The main goal is to show that the A * based stop criterion gives (as a rule) the exact global discrete solution in the situation that the used LP-solver does not reach the global optimum of the corresponding LP-relaxation. It can be done e.g. by comparison of the qualities for the found discrete solution and the lower bound, found by the used LP-solver -in our case the latter is zero since the task is normalized as described above. The second goal is to examine, whether our stop criterion allows to reduce the time complexity of the used LP-solver compared with a "simple" stop criterion, which does not relate to the best discrete solution, but only detects the optimum of the LP-relaxation -i.e. whether it allows to stop LP-solver essentially earlier. We use the following procedure as such simple stop criterion. First, the approximations for min-marginals (12) are computed. A "seemingly good" labeling is produced by fixation of labels with best min-marginals in each node. If the quality of the labeling produced in such a way is zero, then this labeling is optimal and the algorithm reached the global optimum of the LP-relaxation for the whole task 5 . In our experiments we used the Diffusion algorithm [9, 10] and the Subgradient method [7] for maximization of (6) . In short, they both are iterative ones, that apply equivalent transformations (each one in its own manner) in order to maximize (6) .
First, we tested the approach for problems, generated as follows. The problem graph corresponds to a grid with 4-connected neighborhood structure (128 × 128 for Diffusion and 64 × 64 for the Subgradient method). The values of the functions q r are generated uniformly in interval [0, 1]. The functions g rr are chosen as Potts model, i.e. g rr (k, k ) = α · 1 I(k =k ). One experiment is organized in the following way. For a given task we call the LP-solver. After each iteration (some portion of work) we check the A * based stop criterion. If a predefined number of iterations is done and the stop criterion does not produce the solution, we cancel the experiment and state that the solver does not converge for this task. If the criterion was successful (the optimal discrete solution was found), we note the number of iterations made so far. After that we let the solver work further until the simple stop criterion is satisfied. In doing so we note the number of iterations, which was necessary for the solver to converge after the best labeling was found by the A * based stop criterion. Then we compute ratio of these two numbers of iterations. For certain combinations of the Potts parameter α and the number of labels |K| we performed 10 experiments per combination and average the computed ratio over the successful experiments (i.e. solver converges). These ratios are summarized in Fig. 4 . The values given after slash are the numbers of successful experiments for each combination. Empty cells indicate combinations of |K| and α, for which the solvers never converged (either the problems with these combinations have as a rule an essential gap or the solvers were not able to narrow the global optimum of the LP-relaxation good enough in acceptable time).
In addition we would like to note the following. In the majority of the experiments (92.2% for Diffusion and 97.9% for the Subgradient method) the value of the best labeling found by our stop criterion was greater then zero. It confirms our main hypothesis -the criterion finds as a rule the optimal discrete labeling in the situation, that the used LP-solver does not reach the global optimum of the corresponding LP-relaxation. In such cases some additional iterations (together with the normalization) were necessary for simple stop criterion to find the optimal discrete solution of zero quality. There were also situation (6 times for Diffusion and 18 times for Subgradient), that the LP-solver did not converge in acceptable time after the best labeling was already found by the A * based stop criterion. The typical situation for Diffusion was, that the value of the dual energy did not change at all for a very long time 6 . For the Subgradient method it was always the case that the dual energy changed, but so slowly that we were not able to wait. Sometimes the dual energy even decreased after the solution was found 7 . Comparing Diffusion and Subgradient, we observed that the A * stop criterion has much more essential impact for Subgradient (sometimes more as 75% additional iterations were necessary) as for Diffusion (about a fraction of a percent).
The next experiment was made for an artificial image shown in Fig. 5 . The input image in Fig. 5(a) was produced from the ground truth (Fig. 5(e) ) by generation a grayvalue in each pixel independently according to segment specific probability distributions. The resulting MinSum problem was a Potts model with negated logarithms of corresponding probability values for q r . We performed experiments with Diffusion as the LP-solver for a "sequence" of models, starting from one with "bad" functions q r (the corresponding probability distributions are almost the same and uniform for both 5(b,f) ) and finishing with "good" one (the corresponding probability distributions are the true ones - Fig. 5(d,h) ). Figures 5(f,g,h) show the solutions, found by the A * based stop criterion in each stage. The figures 5(b,c,d) show the results produced by the simple stop criterion (labels with the best approximation of min-marginals (12) were chosen in each pixel independently) just after the exact solution is found by A * . Those edges for which the chosen state pair has non zero quality are marked white. A more or less significant effect was observed mainly for bad models -the segmentations produced by the simple stop criterion and by A * differ essentially and a relatively big number of additional iterations was necessary for Diffusion to find optimal segmentation. This impact decreases as the model becomes better -in Fig. 5(d) there are almost no edges with non zero qualities.
Finally, we tested our approach on real images. One example is presented in Fig. 6 . The experiment was organized in the same manner, as for the previous one. Mixtures of multivariate Gaussians were chosen as the probability distributions of colors for segments. This example just demonstrates that the A * based stop criterion is able to work with real images as well.
Conclusion
In this work we discussed, how general search techniques can be applied for Energy Minimization problems. We presented a scheme, which is based on the A * algorithm accomplished with appropriate chosen LP-relaxations as heuristic functions. Based on it we derived a stop criterion for iterative LP-solvers, which is often able to find the global optimal discrete solution even if the used LP-solver does not reach the global optimum of the corresponding LP-relaxation. Summarizing, for many Energy Minimization problems it is not necessary to solve the corresponding LP-relaxations exactly.
This work is a first trial at most. Consequently, there are many open questions. Here we would like to mention only some of them. Obviously, the general search scheme can be built in different ways. In this paper we used a simple enumeration of nodesi.e. the search tree is fixed in advance. Of course, other variants are possible as well. A related topic is that our construction does not take into account the structure of the problem graph. Especially for computer vision tasks it would be profitable to account for it, because here graphs are often very sparse. In the paper we considered an "hypothetical LP-solver" that has certain properties, which allow to use it with the A * based stop criterion. As we do not really have such a solver, it was necessary to coarsen the needed estimations. Even with this coarsening the algorithm performs well. However, a real LP-solver with the necessary properties would obviously further improve it.
